
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

FILTER’S PLATINUM-SELLING, SOPHOMORE ALBUM TITLE OF RECORD  
SET FOR DELUXE 20TH ANNIVERSARY REISSUE AUGUST 9TH 

 
VINYL AND CD FORMATS INCLUDE BONUS TRACKS AND NEW LINER NOTES 

EXPANDED DIGITAL EDITION ALSO AVAILABLE 
 

SINGLE “TAKE A PICTURE (LIVE)” AVAILABLE NOW TO STREAM OR DOWNLOAD 
 
 

LOS ANGELES, CA (DATE)—Craft Recordings is set to release a deluxe, 20th anniversary reissue of Filter’s platinum-
selling, sophomore album Title of Record. Due out August 9th, the album has been remastered and will be available on 
vinyl for the first time, as well as on CD and digital. All formats are expanded featuring four bonus tracks: “(Can’t 
You) Trip Like I Do” (originally recorded for the cult-classic soundtrack Spawn The Album), “Jurassitol” (previously 
released on The Crow: Original Motion Picture Soundtrack), plus remixes of the singles “The Best Things (Humble 
Brothers Remix)” and “Take a Picture (H&H Remix).” Both the two-LP set, and CD will feature new liner notes by author, 
journalist, and Side Jams podcast host Bryan Reesman. The expanded digital album also offers five additional rarities, 
including a live version of “Take A Picture,” “The Best Things (Dub Pistols Club Mix)” and more. 
 
First released in 1999, Title of Record was a sonic breakthrough for the Cleveland band. Following four years as a touring 
guitarist for Nine Inch Nails, primary member Richard Patrick formed Filter in 1993 with guitarist and programmer Brian  
Liesegang. Their 1995 debut, Short Bus, blended industrial pop with post-grunge metal, and became a best-seller, thanks 
to the hit single “Hey Man Nice Shot.” Though Liesegang departed the band just two years later, Patrick enlisted two of 
his touring band members (guitarist Geno Leonardo and bassist Frank Cavanaugh), along with drummer Steven Gillis, 
to work with him in the studio. D’Arcy Wretzky of The Smashing Pumpkins and cellist Eric Remschneider (The Smashing 
Pumpkins, Veruca Salt, Plain White T’s) were also collaborators.  
 
The recording process for Title of Record was not so straightforward. The album took over four years to record, due in part 
to strife between bandmates, Richard Patrick’s struggles with substance abuse, and a tumultuous affair between Patrick 
and Wretzky (which was anonymously woven into many of the songs on the album, including “Miss Blue,” “It’s Gonna Kill 
Me” and “I’m Not the Only One”). In the reissue’s liner notes, Patrick recalls, “My behavior started getting worse, and my 
temper would flare up. It was hard dealing with me high…and coming down from that.”  
 
Dark as the themes were on Title of Record, the album was melodically diverse, offering a more radio-friendly sound than 
Short Bus, with lush, vocal harmonies, introspective lyrics and even touches of psychedelia. Perhaps the best example of 
this is in the album’s second single, “Take a Picture,” which would go on to become the band’s biggest hit. Written about 
Patrick’s inebriated antics on a plane trip, the languid melodies portrayed the musician’s state of mind at the time. “[The 
song had] this luscious bed of gorgeous chords and dreamy sound because itʼs what drugs feel like,” explains Patrick (who 
has been sober since 2002). “It was the reality of being a drug addict or an alcoholic – Iʼm either dreaming or Iʼm not.” 
 
Upon its release, Title of Record was a commercial victory, peaking at the Number 30 spot on the Billboard 200, and 
opening the door for nearly a year of touring by the band. The album also won wide critical acclaim—Entertainment Weekly 
declared that Filter’s “Attention to melody and craft is refreshing,” while Rolling Stone praised Richard Patrick as, “The most 
expressive and daring of the new industrial rockers, the most willing to expose the vulnerability that lurks behind the 
jackboots and black leather trench coat.” 



 
 
 
 
Listening to the album again, 20 years later, Patrick reflects, “Title of Record is Filter’s crowning achievement. Our signature 
album. It’s amazing how much I loved making this record even though it almost killed me.” 
 
Following the success of Title of Record, Filter would release five more albums, while Patrick would also join supergroups 
The Damning Well (featuring members of Nine Inch Nails, A Perfect Circle, and Limp Bizkit) and Army of Anyone (a 
collaboration with brothers Dean and Robert DeLeo of Stone Temple Pilots). In 2018, Filter fans were thrilled to hear the 
announcement that Brian Liesegang and Richard Patrick had reunited. The duo is currently working on a new album 
together.  
 
 

For more information, visit OfficialFilter.com and follow on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram. 
 
 
 

About Craft Recordings: 
Craft Recordings is home to one of the largest and most prestigious collections of master recordings and compositions in 

the world. Its rich and storied repertoire includes legendary artists such as Joan Baez, Ray Charles, John Coltrane, 
Creedence Clearwater Revival, Miles Davis, Bill Evans, Vince Guaraldi, John Lee Hooker, Little Richard, Nine Inch Nails, 

Thelonious Monk, Otis Redding, R.E.M. and Traveling Wilburys, to name just a few. Renowned imprints with catalogs 
issued under the Craft banner include Concord, Fania, Fantasy, Milestone, Musart, Nitro, Prestige, Riverside, Rounder, 

Specialty, Stax, Sugar Hill, Vanguard and Vee-Jay Records, among many others. Craft creates thoughtfully curated 
packages, with a meticulous devotion to quality and a commitment to preservation-ensuring that these recordings endure 

for new generations to discover. Craft Recordings is the catalog label team for Concord Music. For more info, 
visit CraftRecordings.com and follow on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube, and Spotify. 

 


